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ABSTRACT Dark quenchers are chromophores that primarily relax from the excited state to the ground state nonradiatively
(i.e., are dark). As a result, they can serve as acceptors for Förster resonance energy transfer experiments without contributing
significantly to background in the donor-emission channel, even at high concentrations. Although the advantages of dark
quenchers have been exploited for ensemble bioassays, no systematic single-molecule study of dark quenchers has been performed, and little is known about their photophysical properties. Here, we present the first systematic single-molecule study of
dark quenchers in conjunction with fluorophores and demonstrate the use of dark quenchers for monitoring multiple interactions
and distances in multichromophore systems. Specifically, using double-stranded DNA standards labeled with two fluorophores
and a dark quencher (either QSY7 or QSY21), we show that the proximity of a fluorophore and dark quencher can be monitored
using the stoichiometry ratio available from alternating laser excitation spectroscopy experiments, either for single molecules
diffusing in solution (using a confocal fluorescence) or immobilized on surfaces (using total-internal-reflection fluorescence).
The latter experiments allowed characterization of the dark-quencher photophysical properties at the single-molecule level.
We also use dark-quenchers to study the affinity and kinetics of binding of DNA Polymerase I (Klenow fragment) to DNA.
The measured properties are in excellent agreement with the results of ensemble assays, validating the use of dark quenchers.
Because dark-quencher-labeled biomolecules can be used in total-internal-reflection fluorescence experiments at concentrations of 1 mM or more without introducing a significant background, the use of dark quenchers should permit single-molecule
Förster resonance energy transfer measurements for the large number of biomolecules that participate in interactions of
moderate-to-low affinity.

INTRODUCTION
Over the past two decades, single-molecule fluorescence
detection has enabled extensive study of biomolecular interactions and mechanisms through direct observation of static
and dynamic heterogeneity and real-time monitoring of full
reaction pathways (1–3). A major challenge in single-molecule fluorescence is the ability to observe individual labeled
molecules at high fluorophore concentrations; simply put, if
the density of labeled molecules per detection volume is too
high, seeing isolated molecules is not possible. Typically,
the highest workable concentration of labeled molecules is
~1 nM for confocal microscopy of diffusing molecules
and ~50 nM for total-internal-reflection fluorescence
(TIRF) microscopy, limiting the study of moderate-to-low
affinity biomolecular interactions when both interacting
partners are labeled. To address this problem, one can use
techniques that confine the excitation and/or detection
volumes (4) (e.g., zero-mode waveguides (5,6)) or increase
the local concentration of labeled molecules (e.g., vesicle
encapsulation (7,8) or nanofluidics (9,10)). Using zeromode waveguides or nanofluidics, however, requires nanofabrication and robust surface-passivation methods; on the
other hand, vesicle encapsulation complicates buffer
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exchanges and requires significant amounts of sample material for encapsulated molecule preparation.
Here, we introduce the use of dark quenchers at the
single-molecule level as an alternative strategy for operating
at high concentration without confinement or encapsulation.
Dark quenchers are chromophores that can be excited to
higher electronic states upon absorption of photons and
relax to the ground state preferentially by nonradiative
processes (and hence are dark; fluorescence quantum yields
of QSY quenchers in aqueous solution are typically
<0.001). Because dark quenchers do not have significant
intrinsic fluorescence, they can be used at high concentration. Using dark quenchers as Förster resonance energy
transfer (FRET) acceptors provides a predictable way of
modulating the fluorescence emission intensity of fluorophores; used alongside fluorophores, they are widely employed in real-time PCR (11) and genotyping as molecular
beacons (12), quenched autoligation probes (13), Scorpion
probes (14), and Taqman probes (15). These methods rely
on the removal of a dark quencher from a fluorescent molecule, thus increasing fluorescence emission in the presence
of a specific DNA or RNA sequence.
Although several ensemble assays use dark quenchers as
fluorescence on-off switches, few single-molecule studies
using dark quenchers are present in the literature (16–18).
Schwartz and Quake (17) observed strand displacement by
DNA polymerase by using TIRF microscopy and FRET
between fluorophore Cy3 and dark quencher BHQ-2, both
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attached to DNA. Wang et al. (18) used confocal microscopy to detect molecular beacons labeled with Cy5 and
dark quencher BHQ-2. Recently, Gaiduk et al. (16) imaged
dark quencher BHQ-1 by monitoring the refractive effect of
the heat released by BHQ-1 upon intense illumination. No
systematic single-molecule characterization of dark
quenchers and their photophysics, however, has been
reported.
Other fluorescence quenching (or enhancement) mechanisms have also been used at the single-molecule level.
For example, fluorescence quenching can be induced by
contact with metal ions (19) or other fluorophores (20).
Fluorescence enhancement can be induced by the proximity
of an interacting protein (21,22).
Here, we report the first systematic single-molecule
study of dark quenchers and lay the foundation for their
use in single-molecule fluorescence assays. Using DNA
fragments labeled with quenchers and fluorophores and
observed either in confocal or wide-field spectroscopy
formats, we demonstrate that dark quenchers can be used
in conjunction with fluorophores to monitor interprobe
distances. We also characterize the photophysical properties
of two dark quenchers and show that single-molecule
studies can easily be performed even in the presence of
1-mM dark-quencher-labeled molecules. Finally, we use
dark quenchers to monitor the binding of DNA polymerase
A

B

C

D

E

to DNA in real-time and to extract kinetic and equilibrium
information from the resulting time-traces. Our work paves
the way for the widespread use of dark quenchers in singlemolecule fluorescence assays.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of DNA fragments and proteins
DNA standard (Fig. 1) preparation proceeded as follows: the top strand was
labeled with Cy3 at the 50 -end via a three-carbon linker and an amino-modified thymine at position 40 (dT-C6-NH2; IBA Life Sciences, Göttingen,
Germany); the amino group was labeled with ATTO647N (NHS-ester;
ATTO-TEC, Siegen, Germany). Each of the six bottom strands has one
thymine modified with an amino group at one of positions 8, 13, 18, 23,
28, and 33 (Fig. 1 C) and was labeled with either dark quencher QSY7
or QSY21 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Strands were ~100% labeled after
HPLC purification. Each of the 13 resulting bottom strands (six per dark
quencher; one unlabeled) were annealed to the top strand using a twofold
excess of bottom strand. A Cy3-only top strand was annealed to the unlabeled bottom strand using a twofold excess of bottom strand to form
green-only DNA control. Hereafter, Cy3, ATTO647N, and the dark
quencher (either QSY7 or QSY21) will be referred to as probes G, R,
and Q (or quencher), respectively. For the DNA polymerase experiments,
we use hairpin DNA labeled with a Cy3B-NHS ester at an amino-modified
thymine at position 11 (for labeling convention, see Fig. 5 C), and we
labeled a single-surface-cysteine derivative of the Klenow fragment (KF)
of DNA polymerase I (23,24) with dark quencher QSY7 (see Fig. S5, A
and B, in the Supporting Material). The labeling efficiency was ~90%.

FIGURE 1 Quencher-labeled DNA standards
and related control DNA constructs. (A) Schematic
of the DNA standards showing the position of
probes G, R, and Q. The DNA construct with probe
G and R only is referred to as NoQ DNA. All the
other DNA constructs labeled with three probes
(G, R, and Q) are referred to as QXQSY7 and
QXQSY21 for DNAs labeled with QSY7 and
QSY21, respectively, where X is the number of
basepairs separating probe G from probe Q. (B)
Fluorescence emission spectra of the two fluorophores and absorption spectra of the two dark
quenchers (QSY7 absorption, top graph; and
QSY21 absorption, bottom graph). (C) DNA standard sequence. The numbering of the basepairs
starts from the 50 -end of the top strand (position
1); probe G is at position 1, probe R is at position
40, and the quencher is at one of the following
positions: 8, 13, 18, 23, 28, 33 (all in bold). (D)
Diagram of the cylindrical model of DNA used
to fit the S values. (E) Plot of G-Q distances
(rQR) and R-Q distances (rRQ) against the number
of basepairs separating the fluorophore-darkquencher pairs. G-Q and R-Q distances increase
with the number of basepairs separating the fluorophore-dark-quencher pair with more or less
modulations due to the helical geometry of DNA.
The modulations for R-Q distances are much
greater than for G-Q distances because the distance
off the DNA helix long-axis for probe R (aR ¼
30 Å, obtained from the fitting of ensemble
experiment data) is much greater than for probe
G (aG ¼ 2 Å, from Norman et al. (28)).
Biophysical Journal 102(11) 2658–2668
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Ensemble FRET experiments on diffusing DNA
molecules
Ensemble fluorescence was measured on a QuantaMaster 4/2006 fluorimeter (Photon Technology International, Birmingham, NJ) using 100 nM
DNA in T50BSA buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH8.0, 50 mM NaCl,
100 mg/L bovine serum albumin (BSA)). Cy3 and ATTO647N emission
spectra were recorded upon excitation at 515 and 580 nm, respectively.
Gexc Gem
, at l ¼ 560 nm) and
Maximum emission intensities for Cy3 (Imax
Rexc Rem
, at l ¼ 657 nm) were proportional to the photon counts
ATTO647N (Imax
em
from single fluorophores FG
Gexc (G-emission upon G-excitation (25)) and
(R-emission
upon
R-excitation
(25)),
FRRem
exc
Gexc Gem
Imax
fFGGem
Nexc
exc

and

Rexc Rem
Imax
fFRRem
Nexc ;
exc

where Nexc is the number of molecules excited (identical for both green and
red fluorophores). For all DNA standards, no FRET occurs between G and
R, thus the photon counts due to FRET between G and R (FFRET) (25) are
negligible. FRET does occur, however, between G and Q (EG/Q) and
between R and Q (ER/Q), with efficiencies depending on fluorophorequencher distances and their Förster radii,

1
EG/Q ¼ 
6 ;
1 þ rGQ =R0;GQ
ER/Q ¼ 

1
1 þ rRQ =R0;RQ

6  ;

(1)

(2)

Austin, TX) and MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). Fluorescence
bursts due to diffusing molecules were detected using algorithms that
searched for L photons, each having M neighboring photons within
em
a time interval of T ms. Burst search was carried out on streams FG
Gexc ,
using
thresholds
of
L
¼
12,
M
¼
7,
and
T
¼
500
ms;
these
FRGemexc , and FRRem
exc
low thresholds minimize loss of bursts due to quenched fluorophores and
detect bursts with extreme S values. Given that FFRET ¼ 0 (Lee et al.
(25)), the photon counts are expressed as


FGGem
¼ IGexc sGGexc FG hGGem 1  EG/Q ;
exc
¼ Lk þ Dir;
FRGem
exc

FRRem
¼ IRexc sRRexc FR hRRem 1  ER/Q ;
exc

R
where IGexc and IRexc are G- and R-excitation laser intensities; sG
Gexc and sRexc ,
absorption cross sections of G upon G-excitation and R upon R-excitation;
R
FR and FR, quantum yields of G and R; hG
Gem and hRem , detection efficiencies
of G-emission in the G-emission channel and of R-emission in the R-detection channel; Lk is the photon count due to leakage of G-emission in the
R-emission channel; and Dir is the photon count in R-emission upon
G-excitation due to direct excitation of R upon G-excitation.
The raw stoichiometry ratio Sraw for single molecule experiments is

Sraw ¼

FGGem
þ FRGem
exc
exc

FGGem
exc

þ FRGem
þ FRRem
exc
exc

:

(4)

The apparent FRET efficiency E* is
where rXQ is the distance between fluorophore X (G or R) and quencher Q
(QSY7 or QSY21), and R0,XQ is the Förster radius between fluorophore X
(G or R) and quencher Q (either R0,XQXY 7 or R0,XQXY 21; see Table S1 in
the Supporting Material). The stoichiometry ratio Sens for ensemble experiments is

Sens ¼

Given that F
¼ 0 (25) and that the maximum emission intensities are
proportional to the number of excited molecules in the cuvette, the
ensemble stoichiometry parameter Sens resembles its single-molecule counterpart S (25):
FRET

FGGem
exc

FGGem
þ FRRem
exc
exc

:

(3)

Single-molecule experiments on diffusing DNA
molecules
Single-molecule experiments on diffusing DNAs were performed using
50 pM DNA in T50BSA buffer on a confocal alternating laser excitation
(ALEX) microscope (25).The laser powers were 300 mW and 60 mW for
the 532- and 638-nm excitation, respectively. ALEX experiments produce
four photon streams (25),
em
FGGem
; FRGem
; FGRexc
; FRRem
;
exc
exc
exc

FYXem
exc

where
is the photon count detected in Y-emission wavelength upon
excitation with the X-excitation laser. Photon arrival times were recorded
and processed using custom software in LabVIEW (National Instruments,
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:
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Each fluorescent bursts detected was then plotted in E*-Sraw histograms (25).

Gexc Gem
Imax
:
Gexc Gem þ I Rexc Rem
Imax
max

Sens zS ¼

E ¼

Single-molecule experiments on immobilized
DNA molecules
Surface-immobilized DNA molecules were observed using ALEX-TIRF
microscopy as described previously (26). The imaging buffer was KEG
(50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 100 mM potassium glutamate, 10 mM MgCl2,
100 mg/L BSA, 5% (v/v) glycerol, ~2 mM Trolox; Hoffman-LaRoche,
Basel, Switzerland) plus oxygen scavengers (glucose oxidase, 0.004 g/L
(2170 U/mL) catalase and 0.8% (w/v) D-glucose). The laser powers were
4 mW (112 W/cm2) and 1 mW (28 W/cm2) for the 532- and 638-nm lasers,
respectively, with exposure time of 50 ms. The photobleaching of QSY7
and QSY21 was measured by detecting switching of probe G from
a quenched to an unquenched state (with the quenched state being <60%
as bright as the unquenched state). The distribution of photobleaching lifetimes of QSY7 and QSY21 for Q08 DNAs (Fig. 1, A and C) was fitted to
a single-exponential decay (see Fig. 4, E and F).
To study KF binding to DNA, we incubated immobilized DNA for 1 min
in imaging buffer (KEG) containing different concentrations of either
labeled or unlabeled KF and then observed the sample using 3 mW
532-nm excitation light (84 W/cm2).

Cylindrical model of dsDNA
To compare our results to expectations from DNA structure, we used a cylindrical model of dsDNA (27) (Fig. 1 D), where the distances rXQ (Fig. 1 E)
between fluorophore X (either probe G or R) and quencher Q are expressed as
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2
2
2
2
rXQ
¼ 3:4nXQ þ LXQ þ aX aQ cos qXQ þ aQ sin qXQ ;
(6)
where nXQ, number of basepairs between X and Q (note that nXQ ¼ 39 
nGQ); LXQ, offset of the projection of X on the DNA helical axis from the
point of attachment; aX, distance of X off the helical axis; and qXQ is the
cylindrical angle between X and Q. In all standards, Cy3 is attached to
a thymine via a three-carbon linker at the 50 -terminus, allowing use of
LGQ ¼ 5 Å and aG ¼ 2 Å (from NMR studies (28)). Because probes Q
and R are internally attached using the same linker and neighboring bases,
we fixed LGQ ¼ 0 and postulated that aR ¼ aQ (hereafter, parameters aR and
aQ will be referred to as aint). The polar angle qXQ is expressed as

qXQ ¼

2p
;
10:5  nXQ þ q0;XQ

(7)

where q0,XQ is the angle between X and Q when both probes are on the same
basepair; q0,RQ ¼ p rad was inferred from B-DNA as the C-H bond from
carbon C6 is pointing away from the DNA long axis in the same alignment
as the basepairing and probes R and Q are attached to opposite strands.
Parameter q0,GQ was obtained from NMR (28), which showed a p/4 rad
helical twist from the 50 DNA base (cytosine) N1 to Cy3 N90 . As Cy3
rotates by þp/4 rad (anticlockwise in Fig. 1 D) relative to the last basepair,
we deduced that q0,GQ ¼ 5p/4 rad (Fig. 1 D, left side). The uncertainty on
q0,GQ value is not crucial for the fit because aG (2 Å) is small and does not
modulate rGQ significantly (Fig. 1 E). The experimental data fits were calibrated using the S value of NoQ DNA (SNoQ) as a reference with fitting
function Sfit:

Sfit ¼

EG/Q

EG/Q þ ER/Q

1

SNoQ

:

(8)

1

To obtain an expression of Sfit as a function of aint, FRET efficiencies EGQ
and ERQ were replaced by their expressions as a function of rGQ and rRQ,
respectively (Eqs. 1 and 2), which, in turn, were replaced by their expressions as a function of aQ and aR (with aR ¼ aQ ¼ aint). The experimental
data were fitted with aint as the only free parameter (Fig. 2).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Stoichiometry ratio reports on the proximity
of dark quencher and fluorophores
To characterize dark quenchers as FRET acceptors, we
chose to study the interactions of a dark quencher (Q)
with two spectrally distinct fluorophores on a single DNA
duplex. This three-probe system allowed us to rely on ratiometric measurements rather than absolute fluorescence
intensity values from the FRET donors, and to sort out, in
some cases, Q-dependent photophysics from Q-independent
photophysics. We carried out experiments at the ensemble
level using DNA standards (Fig. 1) and demonstrated that
stoichiometry ratio S can report on the position of the dark
quencher relative to the two fluorophores. The DNA standards featured various fluorophore-quencher separations
while maintaining the same local environment for all probes
(29) (Fig. 1, A and C). The two fluorophores (Cy3 as the

FIGURE 2 Ensemble experiments on quencher-labeled DNA standards.
S values calculated from the ensemble fluorescence intensities of all
DNA standards labeled with QSY7 (gray squares) and QSY21 (black
squares). The S value obtained for NoQ DNA (SNoQ ¼ 0.62) is represented
with the two dotted lines (top line, top of the error bar; bottom line, bottom
of the error bar). Error bars represent standard deviations from duplicate
experiments. The fitting curves (gray line for QSY7 series and black
line for QSY21 series) are obtained using Eq. 8 with parameters aR ¼
aQ ¼ aint ¼ 30 Å.

green probe, and ATTO647N as the red probe) were placed
beyond their FRET range (39-bp separation, equivalent to
12.3 nm in B-DNA, expected E of ~0.3%).
We used the stoichiometry ratio S (see Eq. 1) to monitor
the relative quenching of fluorophores. High S indicates
that the green probe (hereafter ‘‘G’’) is brighter than the
red probe (hereafter ‘‘R’’), whereas low S indicates the opposite. As a result, S is sensitive to the position of the quencher
relative to the fluorophores, as well as to the quencher
absorption spectra (Fig. 1 B). In contrast, S is independent
of the DNA concentration and any difference in S is independent of the local environment of the fluorophores because the
fluorophores and their local environments are the same
across all DNA constructs. The two dark quenchers (QSY7
and QSY21; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) were chosen mainly
for their narrow absorption spectra (Fig. 1 B) and their clear
difference in Förster radius with the red probe (see Table S1).
The results for the QSY7 DNA series (gray squares,
Fig. 2) show an S increase as the G-Q distance increases,
indicative of a decrease in G-quenching by the quencher
(relative to R-quenching). As expected, the lowest S value
(S ¼ 0.26) for the QSY7 DNA series corresponds to the
shortest G-Q distance (7 bp). The S values for G-Q separations of 22 bp (S ¼ 0.62) and 27 bp (S ¼ 0.61) are similar to
that of NoQ DNA (S ¼ 0.62; dotted lines in Fig. 2), indicating that, in those two samples, probes G and R are
quenched to the same degree. The highest S value (S ¼
0.78) for QSY7 DNA series corresponds to the longest
Biophysical Journal 102(11) 2658–2668
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G-Q distance (32 bp), as probes G and Q are out of FRET
range and R-quenching is greatest.
Similar results were obtained for QSY21 (black squares,
Fig. 2). The biggest difference in S between the QSY7 and
QSY21 DNA series are seen for G-Q distances longer than
20 bp (where G-quenching is negligible) mainly due to the
large difference between the Förster radii of the R-QSY7
(R0,RQSY 7 ¼ 38 Å) and R-QSY21 FRET pairs (R0,RQS 21 ¼
75 Å). In contrast, S differences between the QSY7 and
QSY21 series are small for G-Q distances shorter than
20 bp (where R-quenching is negligible) due to the similarity
of the Förster radii for the G-QSY7 (R0,GQSY 7 ¼ 53 Å) and
G-QSY21 FRET pairs (R0,GQSY 21 ¼ 50 Å).
To compare our S results to expectations based on DNA
structure, we fitted them using Eq. 8 (Fig. 2). The best fit
for the QSY7 DNA series corresponded to a distance for
probes R and Q from the DNA helical axis (see Materials
and Methods and Fig. 1 D) of aint ¼ 30 5 2 Å (with error
reflecting 95% confidence intervals). This value can be
explained by the distance of the point of attachment
(C6 atom) of probes Q and R to the helical axis (~10 Å),
the linker length (~13 Å), and the distance between the
linker and the probe dipole center (~10 Å) (see Fig. S1 in
the Supporting Material). The good fits validate the use of
S to monitor distances in a three-probe system. Fits for the
QSY21 DNA series (Fig. 2) obtained similar results, aint ¼
30 5 4 Å, showing consistency between the DNA series.
Single-molecule characterization of dark
quenchers in a three-chromophore system
To characterize the dark-quencher behavior at the singlemolecule level, and validate the concept of using stoichiom-
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etry ratio S for reporting on the proximity of fluorophore and
dark quencher at the single-molecule level, we first used
confocal ALEX spectroscopy on diffusing DNA standards
(Fig. 3). For NoQ DNA, the E*-Sraw histogram (25) shows
a major population of G-R DNAs (G-R oval in Fig. 3 A;
~90% of all molecules) at an Sraw value (see Eq. 4) of
0.49 with an apparent FRET efficiency (E*) of 0.36; the
nonzero E* is due to G-leakage (Lk) and R-direct excitation
(Dir) factors (the standard E is <1%).
On the other hand, and as expected from the ensemble
data, the E*-Sraw histogram of Q08QSY7 (Fig. 3 B) shows
a much lower S for the G-R-Q species (S ¼ 0.29), which
shifts closer to the R-only and R-Q populations. The G-R-Q
species also shows higher apparent FRET efficiency E* due
em
to changes in cross-talk photon counts (decreased FG
Gexc
photon count and corresponding donor-leakage Lk relative
to NoQ DNA, but unchanged direct acceptor excitation
Dir). As with the ensemble data, the Sraw value of G-R-Q
species increases up to ~0.75 with an increasing G-Q
distance (Fig. 3, C and D), whereas their E* decreases
(see above). A similar profile is seen for the QSY21 series
(see Fig. S3), with the additional observation of a minor
species (Sraw ¼ 0.49 and E* ¼ 0.36) in the histograms of
Q28QSY21 and Q33QSY21 (see Fig. S3, F and G); this species
corresponds to G-R species and is likely to represent G-R
DNAs with photobleached QSY21.
The mean Sraw values (see Fig. S4 A) extracted from
Gaussian fitting of Sraw distributions (Fig. 3 D) are consistent with the ensemble results because Sraw values increase
with G-Q distance for both QSY7 and QSY21 DNA series,
and the biggest difference in Sraw values between the QSY7
and QSY21 DNA series is observed for G-Q distances
longer than 20 (see Fig. S4 A). Moreover, S values (see

FIGURE 3 Single-molecule experiments on diffusing quencher-labeled
DNA standards. E*-Sraw histograms of
DNAs NoQ (A), Q08QSY7 (B) and
Q33QSY7 (C). Sraw distributions are projected on the right side; E* distributions
of areas in shaded boxes are projected
on top. (D) Sraw histograms of NoQ
DNA (top graph) and the QSY7 DNA
series. All histograms were fitted with
two Gaussians, one Gaussian corresponding to R-only species with a
center fixed at 0.21.
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Fig. S4 B) calculated from the mean Sraw values (25) were
also fitted using the cylindrical DNA model. The values obtained for fitted parameter aint (aint ¼ 19 5 6 Å for QSY7
and aint ¼ 22 5 8 Å for QSY21 series) have significant
errors (from 95% confidence intervals) and are lower than
the corresponding values for ensemble experiments
(30 Å), mainly due to the lower SNoQ value (0.30 for
single-molecule experiments compared to 0.62 for
ensemble experiments, due to the difference in excitation
ratio and detection efficiency ratio between the two experimental setups), giving rise to steep changes in the S dependency on the position of probe Q for positions of probe Q
close to probe R (positions 23, 28, and 33). The fit with aint ¼
30 Å is better for positions of probe Q close to probe G
(positions 8, 13, and 18).
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Characterization of dark-quencher photophysics
To characterize photobleaching and blinking properties of
dark quenchers at the single-molecule level, we performed
ALEX-TIRF microscopy on immobilized dark-quencherlabeled DNA standards. We first generated E*-Sraw
histograms from fluorescence emission time-traces for
comparison with single-molecule experiments on diffusing
DNA standards. To observe G or R probe blinking or photobleaching, we use different detection thresholds compared
to our analysis on diffusing molecules; as a result, the
E*-Sraw histogram for NoQ DNA (Fig. 4 A) contains the
main G-R species seen for single diffusing molecules
(Fig. 3 A) with an apparent FRET efficiency (E*) of 0.20
(>E* for single diffusing molecules due to different

FIGURE 4 Single-molecule experiment results
on immobilized DNA standards. (A and B) E*Sraw histograms of DNAs NoQ (A) and Q08QSY7
(B) from TIRF experiments. (C and D) FluoresRem
em
cence time-traces (FG
Gexc and FRexc ) of DNAs NoQ
QSY7
(D). Time-traces of Sraw do not
(C) and Q08
include data bins where both fluorophores are phoem
tobleached. The histogram of FG
Gexc and Sraw are
histogram
is not
projected on the right side (FRRem
exc
em
shown). FG
Gexc histograms do not include data bins
after photobleaching. Bleaching of probe Q (Qoff,
shaded arrow) is detected when probe G intensity
switches from a low state to a high state, the
mean intensity value of the low state being
75–85% lower than the high state that corresponds
to ER/QSY7. When probe Q bleaches or blinks,
Sraw switches from a low state (~0.25) to a high
state (~0.5). (E and F) Histograms and fits of the
bleaching lifetime distribution of the dark
quenchers for DNAs Q08QSY7 (E) and Q08QSY21
(F). The histograms were fitted with a single-exponential decay function F (F (t) ¼ A exp( t/tQ))
with A and tQ the fitted parameters. The bleaching
lifetimes for QSY7 and QSY21 are tQSY7 ¼ 27 s
and tQSY21 ¼ 144 s, respectively.
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G-leakage (Lk) and R-direct (Dir) excitation factors), as
well as G-only and R-only species (due to blinking/
photobleaching).
In the case of G-R-Q samples, we observed the same
general Sraw trend as for diffusing molecules: Sraw values
of the main G-R-Q population increase with increasing
G-Q distances (see Fig. S5 and Fig. S6). In addition, the immobilized molecules included a clear species centered
around Sraw ¼ 0.5 for DNAs Q08QSY7 (Fig. 4 B) and
Q08QSY21 (see Fig. S6 B); this species is attributed to G-R
species, i.e., data bins for which both fluorophores are in
an emitting state and the dark quencher is either bleached
or in a transient nonabsorbing (blinking) state. G-R species
also appear for DNAs Q33QSY7 (see Fig. S5 G), Q23QSY21
(see Fig. S6 E), Q28QSY21 (see Fig. S6 F), and Q33QSY21
(see Fig. S6 G), suggesting that dark quenchers bleach (or
blink) due to FRET between probe R and Q. In general,
the mean S values (see Fig. S7 B, calculated from Sraw
values) are in good agreement with the experiments of
diffusing molecules (considering differences in the optics
used in the two setups).
To study the photophysics of dark quenchers, we first
characterized the photophysical behavior of the green and
red probes using the NoQ DNA standards. This was necessary, as the red probe (ATTO747N) fluctuates slowly
between two or more fluorescence intensity states in
~70% of the time-traces (Fig. 4 C and see Fig. S8), even
in the absence of a dark quencher; the highest and lowest
states differ by ~20% in brightness (4000 and 4500 counts;
time-trace in Fig. 4 C). The multiple emission states for
FRRem
exc
ATTO647N have been reported (30) but not thoroughly
analyzed. Although minimizing such complications in
samples using dark quenchers is best, our analysis can
clearly distinguish between photophysical changes in the
quenchers and photophysical changes in the fluorophores
in the large majority of DNA fragments.
Time-trace analysis (Fig. 4 D and see Fig. S9) demonstrate that the G-R species seen in the G-R-Q sample
(Fig. 4 B) arises in large part due to QSY7 losing the ability
to act as an efficient FRET acceptor. This loss of ability can
be irreversible and attributed to quencher bleaching or
can be reversible and attributed to quencher blinking. The
reversibility is only assessed by looking at data bins
after a blinking event and, therefore, restricted by Cy3
photobleaching.
An example of QSY7 bleaching in Q08QSY7 DNA can be
seen in Fig. 4 D. Initially, probe R has a stable fluorescence
emission intensity until bleaching at t ~ 200 s; whereas
em
~ 900 counts),
probe G starts in a quenched state (FG
G
Gem exc
switches to an unquenched state (FGexc ~ 3600 counts) at
t ~ 30 s due to bleaching of QSY7, and itself photobleaches
at t ~ 170 s. The mean intensity value of the quenched and
unquenched state of probe G represents a 75% quenching
efficiency. When QSY7 bleaching/blinking occurs, Sraw
switches from a low state (Sraw ~ 0.2) to a high state
Biophysical Journal 102(11) 2658–2668
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(Sraw~0.45). Bleaching of QSY21 can also be observed in
time-traces for Q08QSY21 DNA (see Fig. S10).
Because ~20% of the time-traces for Q08QSY7 and
Q08QSY21 showed bleaching of the quencher before probe
G bleaches (see Table S2), we were able to build dwelltime histograms for quencher survival (Fig. 4, E and F),
and use them to calculate mean photobleaching lifetimes of
tQSY7 ¼ 27 s (upper and lower bounds from 95% confidence
interval of 42 s and 20 s, respectively) and tQSY21 ¼ 144 s
(upper and lower bounds from 95% confidence interval of
361 s and 90 s, respectively) for QSY7 and QSY21, respectively. The monoexponential fit for QSY7 photobleaching
lifetimes seems suboptimal for QSY7-bleaching events
occurring after 200 s. A possible source for this heterogeneity
could be due to the fact that the observation of Q-bleaching/
blinking events are restricted by Cy3 bleaching and that Cy3
is more prone to bleaching when Q is in an off-state (blinking) or a bleached state.
Photobleaching lifetimes can be compared to the energy
absorbed by each quencher to assess their intrinsic resistance to photobleaching. For DNAs Q08QSY7 and
Q08QSY21, the only FRET process that needs to be considered is the G-Q FRET because the distance between probe
Q and R is out of FRET range for both QSY7 and
QSY21. Therefore, the mean energy per unit time absorbed
by probe Q (or power Pabs) through FRET from probe G and
through direct excitation of the green and red laser during
one green-red excitation cycle is
Pabs ¼

2

IRRGexc sGGexc EG/Q

1
;
þ IRRGexc sQGexc þ IRRRexc sQGexc

where IRRGexc (112W/cm2) and IRRRexc (28W/cm2) are the
sample irradiances at 532- and 638-nm excitation, respectively, sYXexc is the cross section of probe Y at X excitation
(green or red excitation), and EG/Q is the FRET efficiency
between probe G and Q. Because the Pabs values for both
dark quenchers were similar (Pabs ¼ 30 fW for QSY7 and
27 fW for QSY21), the difference in photobleaching lifetimes suggests that QSY21 is indeed more photostable
than QSY7, and thus QSY21 is more suitable for applications where observations at long timescales are required.
Some quenchers, however, may have such long bleaching
lifetimes that quencher photobleaching can be neglected
for minute-scale measurements. Along these lines, Schwartz
and Quake (17) observed a DNA labeled with Cy3 and darkquencher BHQ-2 with a FRET efficiency of ~100% and reported that BHQ-2 blinking/bleaching was not observed.
Quencher blinking was less frequent, with only ~4% of
the time-traces for Q08QSY7 and Q08QSY21 showing blinking. Notably, the quenched and unquenched states before
and after the first Q-blinking event have different intensity
values (Fig. S9, C and D and Fig. S10 C), either due to
different emission states of probe G or different absorption
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states of probe Q; the switch between intensity states seems
to be synchronized with the quenching and unquenching
events. Controls with NoQ DNA did not show any event
that looked similar to quencher bleaching/blinking for
Q08QSY7 and Q08QSY21.
Analysis of other DNAs (see Fig. S11) showed that QSY7
and QSY21 can also bleach due to FRET from probe R. The
percentage of time-traces showing bleaching of probe Q
(after comparison with Q-independent fluctuations) is higher
for quencher positions close to either probe G or R (DNA
Q08 and Q33; see Fig. S12), where the amount of energy
that the quencher absorbs through FRET from the donor
probe (probe G for Q08 DNA and probe R for Q33 DNA)
is greatest, making the quencher more prone to bleaching.
Real-time monitoring of DNA polymerase binding
to DNA using dark quenchers
Having characterized the basic photophysical properties of
dark quenchers QSY7 and QSY21, we used QSY7 to characterize the interaction of a bacterial DNA polymerase to its
DNA substrate in real-time using TIRF microscopy. We
used the Klenow fragment (KF) of DNA Polymerase I,
a high-fidelity polymerase involved in DNA replication
and repair (23,31–34).The polymerase is labeled with
quencher QSY7 at the base of the thumb (to yield protein
KFQ) (Fig. 5, A and B), a location that is essentially fixed
relative to the center of the protein during its enzymatic
cycle (32). We labeled the substrate DNA with a green fluorophore (Cy3B, brighter than Cy3) and immobilized it on
a neutravidin-coated PEGylated surface (Fig. 5 C).
We first studied the immobilized Cy3B-labeled DNA to
characterize the basic photophysics of Cy3B. Approximately 80% of the molecules show a stable emission intensity for Cy3B until the fluorophore bleaches (e.g., Fig. 5 D,
t ~ 33 s), whereas a small fraction of DNAs showed a single
blinking event to a dark state, or a fluctuation between two
intensity states that differ by ~15% in intensity (data not
shown).
To study the interaction of DNA polymerase with the
DNA substrate, we added nM concentrations of KFQ to
the solution over the surface-immobilized DNA. Use of a
dark quencher allowed easy operation at concentrations
>10 nM of KFQ; in fact, concentrations of up to ~1 mM
KFQ (see Fig. S16) are easily accessible without significant
increase in the background. Because the Förster radius for
Cy3B-QSY7 pair is 67 Å (see Table S1), the expected
FRET efficiency upon binding of KFQ to the substrate
DNA is ~0.90, as calculated using information from crystal
structures (32) (Fig. 5 B).
Upon addition of 15 nM KFQ to DNA (Fig. 5 E), we
observed a repeated interconversion between a high intensity state (assigned to the unquenched Cy3B emission)
and a state with a mean intensity that is ~90% lower than
the maximum intensity of Cy3B; the latter state is assigned
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to the binary complex of DNA polymerase with the DNA
substrate. The protein-dependent fluctuation in Cy3B intensity was observed in ~90% of all time-traces and is consistent with the expected quenching efficiency calculated
based on crystal structures of the binary complex (Fig. 5 B).
Among the time-traces showing quenched states corresponding to a FRET efficiency of 0.91, 15% of the timetraces showed an additional state with an intensity between
that of the quenched and unquenched state, possibly due to
photophysics of Cy3B switching to a second intensity state.
As expected from a bimolecular interaction, increasing
the KFQ concentration from 15 nM to 30 nM (Fig. 5 F)
increases the on-rate for the complex formation and shortens
the dwell-times of the unquenched state because binding
events of KFQ to DNA are more frequent.
Control experiments with unlabeled KF ensured that the
modulation in Cy3B intensity were due to FRET with QSY7
and not due to a protein-induced fluorescence enhancement
(PIFE). Recent work also showed that Cy3B does not show
significant PIFE effects (21). The distributions of the intensities of all data bins from Cy3B emission (see Fig. S15) show
that no quenched state was observed for all controls with unlabeled KF, supporting the case that the low-intensity state is
solely the result of the presence of the quencher.
We analyzed each time-trace with hidden Markov
modeling (35) (see Fig. S14) to detect different states in
the fluorescence emission intensity signal, thus reporting
on the intensity values of each state detected along with
their respective dwell times. The good fits (R2 > 0.98) of
dwell times for all quenched and unquenched states indicate
that binding of KFQ to DNA follows first-order kinetics as
expected (Fig. 5, G–J). And, as expected, the mean
bound-time is concentration-independent, as the mean
bound-times for DNA sample with 15 nM KFQ (tbound ¼
350 5 20 ms, Fig. 5 G) and for DNA sample with 30 nM
KFQ (tbound ¼ 310 5 20 ms, Fig. 5 I) are within error.
The mean free-time linearly depends on the concentration
of KFQ in solution.
Samples with KFQ concentrations of 15 nM and 30 nM
gave Kd values of 32 nM and 30 nM, respectively, showing
excellent consistency. These values are in excellent agreement with the corresponding value obtained using ensemble
solution experiments (23 nM, see the Supporting Material),
which suggests that the surface does not interfere significantly with the binding of the polymerase and provides
strong validation for the use of dark quenchers to characterize bimolecular interactions at the single-molecule level.
CONCLUSIONS
Here, we presented the first systematic characterization of
dark quenchers for use in single-molecule fluorescence
detection. By studying two popular dark quenchers at both
the ensemble and single molecule levels, we demonstrated
that dark quenchers can be used to provide structural,
Biophysical Journal 102(11) 2658–2668
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FIGURE 5 Monitoring the real-time interaction
of quencher-modified molecules with surface-immobilized fluorescent molecules: a complex of
DNA polymerase with DNA. (A and B) Illustration
of the KF-DNA binary complex (PDB: 1L3U)
using structural data from Bacillus stearothermophilus DNA polymerase, a KF homolog (32). (A)
View of the DNA binding pocket between the
fingers (top left) and thumb (top right). The DNA
helix of the original crystal structure was extended
manually and is shown in tubes and schematic
bases. (B) View of the labeled positions on KF
and DNA. The 44 Å distance corresponds to KF
binding to the DNA hairpin at position þ1 (see
numbering of basepairs in panel C). The distances
were measured from the Cb atom of the lysine
residue and the phosphate atom of each DNA
base. (C) Sequence of the DNA hairpin oligonucleotide used in this study. In the folded hairpin, the
top strand in panel C is referred to as the primer
strand and the bottom strand as the template strand.
Numbering of the bases is based on the 30 -end of
the primer strand. The hairpin is biotinylated at
the hairpin loop (position 18, primer strand)
and labeled with Cy3B (position 11, template
strand), which acts as a donor in the Cy3B-QSY7
FRET pair. (D–F) Typical fluorescence time-traces
em
of Cy3B attached to DNA (FG
Gexc ) for DNA-only
samples (D), samples with 15 nM KFQ in solution
(E), and samples with 30 nM KFQ in solution (F).
Histograms of the intensity values are projected on
the right-hand side. Data bins after photobleaching
are not projected. The quenched states (lower
dotted line) correspond to binary complexes of
KFQ and DNA (~90% quenching). The unquenched states (upper dotted line) correspond to
free DNA. (G–J) Dwell-time distributions of
the quenched (G and I) and the unquenched
(H and J) states for samples with KFQ. The distributions were fitted with a monoexponential function F (F (t) ¼ A exp( t/t)) with A and t as the
fitted parameters. Kd values were calculated from
the fitted parameters tbound and tfree and the
concentration of KFQ in solution according to
Eq. S2 in the Supporting Material.

thermodynamic, and kinetic information about biomolecular complexes, exemplified by the complex of DNA
polymerase with one of its substrates. We showed that the
use of dark quenchers as nonemitting acceptors follows
the expected FRET-based dependence, simplifying experimental design for interrogating interactions and determining
chromophore pairs and labeling strategies.
Studies of immobilized DNA standards revealed bleaching and blinking of dark quenchers, properties not reported
Biophysical Journal 102(11) 2658–2668

before. These properties are important to consider when
working at the single-molecule level, because they can
complicate the interpretation of fluorescence time-traces.
The mean photobleaching lifetimes recorded for DNA fragments with high FRET between a fluorescent donor (Cy3)
and dark quencher QSY7 or QSY21 are, however, >25 s,
making the quenchers suitable as FRET acceptors to
monitor biomolecular interactions in the millisecond-tosecond timescale.

Dark Quenchers for Single-Molecule FRET

The work on dark-quencher-labeled Klenow fragments
allows monitoring binding and dissociation of DNA in
real-time. The use of TIRF microscopy and quencher-labeled
polymerases diffusing freely in solution allows easy operation at concentrations of ~1 mM with no considerable
increase in the background signal. Our work suggests that
dark-quencher-labeled proteins will be useful in many assays
to study protein-protein interaction or protein-DNA interactions with high Kd values (up to the mM range).
Although working with dark quenchers as FRET acceptors present many advantages, it is important to well characterize dark-quencher-independent photophysics such as
PIFE (21) or other photophysics of the FRET donor
(multiple emission states, blinking) in the system of interest
before associating modulations in donor fluorescence to fluorophore-dark-quencher interactions.
Because we can observe bleaching of a quencher with two
fluorophores through simultaneous unquenching of their
fluorescence emission intensity, such a three-probe system
(two fluorophores and one dark quencher) could be used
to monitor the opposite effect (simultaneous quenching of
the two fluorophores) and be applied to monitor binding
of a molecule labeled with a dark quencher to a second
molecule labeled with two fluorophores. A binding event
would be detected in separate channels, therefore reducing
the risk of misinterpreting a photophysical change in one
of the fluorophores as a binding event. This technique could
be used in various single-molecule fluorescence assays to
extract additional information on distances between probes
without requiring additional detection channels, simplifying
the instrumentation necessary. Notably, dark quencherlabeled nucleotides could also be used for DNA sequencing
applications (36).
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